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ABSTRACT

ANATOMIZATION STATION
An Aerial Tramway Terminal for the Summit of Moose Mountain
By Thomas Russell
In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Architecture

Supervisor: Mike McMordie
KEY WORDS:
Selective sheltering, architectural refraction, habitable spectrum
The purpose of this project is to examine the idea of selective sheltering. The structures that we build and inhabit are intended to offer
shelter or, in other words, separate us from the spontaneously occurring conditions that our environment offers. Because these conditions can be
perceived as either threatening or enticing various levels of separation are sought.
The design of a building offering the broadest range of separation levels will be pursued in order to demonstrate architecture's ability to
venerate the individual components of this environment

-

components falling within the categories of light, atmosphere and surface.

A site offering suitable amounts of threat and enticement is described and historical examples of the search for appropriate levels of
shelter are considered. The design is then worked out by a comparison of earlier theories to current concerns.
The architecture that ensues is illustrated in a series of computer-generated images

-

plans, elevations, sections and perspectives.
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Why is that? Why must a shelter allow elements

submit

of the very thing that it is built to guard against?

conditions whenever they feel that the extremes

For some buildings, the allowance

is

minimal. Light can be supplied artificially and

MAKING HOLES IN THE BOX

Consider a simple hypothetical shelter
-

something as basic as a box. It is completely

enclosed

with

an

entry

that

seals

shut

to

of weather will enhance the sporting experience.
In such cases, shelter is only subtly offered.

and the stadium, inclusion of naturally occurring

An exchange of air may be all that is needed.

elements within our shelters is not motivated

Theatres

solely

buildings.

are

more

They are

like

the

box than

occupied

for the

most
length

by

functional

discomforts,

objectives.

distractions

and

Despite

even

the

dangers,

of a performance, during which time there is

there is something aboutthe outside environment

no

that makes it worth having even within the very

need

for contact with the

outside

world

electronically.

An

climatic

building calls for a great deal of concentration.

All of the faces of the box are identical in their
dimensions.

unpredictable

As is demonstrated by the office building

and any necessary light is carefully generated

and

to

views are not desired if the activity within the

maintain the envelope. There are no windows.

appearance

themselves

structures that are intended to exclude it.

occupant

The work that an office building houses

within this shelter would be completely isolated

could be accomplished in a similarly secluded

from the circumstances surrounding it and their

environment

body temperature would be maintained. The box

focused on their tasks as an audience is on a

manifested this inclination in their house designs

isolates its occupants from rain, snow, sun, wind,

performance. Would it make any difference if

of hundreds of years ago. Edward Morse stated

dust and animals.

there were any outward views available in such

in 'Japanese Homes" in 1886 that their strategy

a case? Why, then, are office buildings so well

for the layout of residential spaces called for

fenestrated? Is the view worth the distraction?

artistic

An exhausted mountaineer caught in a
storm and succumbing to exposure would need
nothing more than this but in less desperate

if

Stadiums

workers

need

were

as

not alter the

HISTORICAL EXAMPLES

intensely

box

as

Ancient

Taoists

elements

to

be

are

known

directed

to

have

toward

the

garden and common elements to be directed

circumstances the box might seem more like

much as they traditionally do, either. The ability

a coffin. The occupant would probably feel the

to provide a completely controlled environment

It was essential for the well being of the

need to alter it, to add a window, perhaps; thus

for athletes and fans has existed for decades.

individual, constantly threatened by institutions

making it less of an enclosure and reestablishing

Recent preference however, is for designs that

to conform, that there be this regular contact to

contact with the conditions outside of the box.

allow for outside influences. Occupants willingly

nature. An "indefinite permeable zone,"

ANATOMIZATION STATION

towards the street.

1

2

rather
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than a rigid line marking outside and inside, was

"to bring nature, man and architecture together

no contact with the elements beyond its envelope.

part of the Taoist philosophy that illustrated "the

into a higher unity." "His German Pavilion at the

The suggestion in the opening paragraph that

art of being in the world"

Barcelona World

this would feel like a coffin is not a mere figure of

3 according

to Kakuzo

Exposition

in

1931

featured
the

speech. An isolated environment without oxygen

surrounding

would eventually become a coffin. At the very

individual in much the same way that a human

environment in an attempt to overlap indoor and

least, a shelter must have some contact with the

body houses the soul. It was felt that the most

outdoor realms.

atmosphere for the sake of breathing. Even the

Okakura, an early Taoist philosopher. The house

simple

was

sheltered

regarded

as

a body that

sheltered

the

orthogonal
spaces

At

beneficial way for a house to shelter and nurture

out

about

an individual was to provide contact with naturally

department

occurring phenomenon outside of the building.

commissioned

planes

the

store

into

the

same

owner

wealthy

most extreme shelter examples like submarines,

Kaufman

space vessels and subterranean bunkers, must

time,

Edgar

J.

make some concession for this inclusion. A life

Furthermore, designs were deliberately

a summer home for him and his family. The

sustaining enclosure will at least contain bottled

unfinished. The Taoists recommended that an

American architect designed a home that nearly

atmosphere, stored and released for planned

allowance be given for nature to alter the building

enveloped

periods of isolation.

over time,

finished project was described by the client's

For survival reasons then, atmosphere

son as a tremendous success, providing "the

must be included. Beyond that, any inclusion of

comforts of home and the adventures of the

the outside elements within the built environment

seasons."

is motivated as much by a desire for a certain

evolving

thus

state

leaving
of

it

in

a continuously

completion.

Kevin

Nute

describes this as "rustic incompleteness."
Henry David Thoreau, the
American

transcendentalist

many thoughts

on the

19th

writer,

Century

Lloyd

from

design

the

Frank

reaching

key features

Wright to

of the site.

The

quality

expressed

importance of having

SELECTIVE VS. ABSOLUTE SHELTER

reason.

of

space

The

as

it

challenge

is

for

is to

any

functional

respond

to the

desire of the occupants for levels of shelter that

constant communion with the outside world. In
Common

his Walden writings, he went one step beyond the

to

all

stating his preference for a house by a swamp,

for selective shelter

for a building that offers

Most indoor spaces would accommodate

rather than a finely manicured garden.

varying degrees of exposure and incorporates

the activities they house with a simple inclusion of

light, atmosphere and non-man made surfaces

mechanically modified atmosphere. But shelters

within its spaces.

that allow only an exchange of air are rare. Most

ANATOMIZATION STATION

-

far

is

a preference

do not necessarily correspond to a functional

projects

Walden, Mies Van der Rohe states his intention

thus

and

Taoists in their desire for contact with nature by

Several decades after the publication of

described

of the thoughts

Absolute shelter is that which allows for

requirement.

buildings will at least provide an opportunity to

INTRODUCTION®

look out. And at the other end of the spectrum,
using minimal material may produce adequate
shelter but fail to assure occupants that they are
sufficiently isolated from outside threats.

THE OCCUPIED SUMMIT

by

from peaks of similar height. Figure 1 shows

8 These

the unique location which also contributes to

experience,

varieties of weather every bit as broad as the

suited to this selective sheltering challenge. The

according to Burke, than those that may simply

vistas. The summit is exposed enough to warrant

comforts and adventures described by Edgar

be beautiful. Occupying such places gives us a

significant caution

Kaufman

clearer picture of our relationship with the earth.

on the north (see Figure 5) and smaller, hidden

It

is

the

kind

of

place

described

Edmund Burke as "delightfully terrifying."
The top of a mountain is particularly well

Junior

are

equally

sought

in

these

high exposed places. The lure of grand views

sublime

places

This

provide

tension

is

a richer

very

evident

on

the

and rugged, open spaces inspires one to leave

summit of Moose Mountain

shelter behind. But at the same time, there are

sea level in the front range of Alberta's Rocky

genuine threats that heighten appreciation for

Mountains.

enclosed spaces.

in every direction

ANATOMIZATION STATION

It offers
-

long,

-

2430 metres above

unobstructed views

the result of its

isolation

drops on the south

-

-

there are steep cliff bands

but not so threatening as to

prevent any exploration without technical gear.

This
sheltering

project
possibilities

considers
on

the

selective

summit.

A

SITE & PROGRAM®

quite

rare

in the age of satellite technology.

permanent, public use structure will be added to

The reader may suppose that a more

the site to facilitate sightseeing and educational

delightfully terrifying site— a mountain in a more

There are not many surfaces on the planet left

ventures.

remote and threatening area

would be better

to be mapped and studied. The mere fact that

architecture to offer multiple degrees of shelter

suited to this project. This consideration was

Moose Mountain is accessible enough to be

and respond to a desire for more or less than that

balanced by a desire to leave less-tampered-with

chosen for this project indicates that wilderness

which is needed to ensure safety and survival.

places as they are.

was removed long ago. Architecture typically

It

will

illustrate

the

potential

for

-

Rugged as it may be, Moose Mountain

The structure will be served by an aerial

arrives on a site after it has been discovered,

passenger tramway (a gondola or cable car,

mapped and studied, and even connected

as they are commonly known) and will make

to services.
Moose

it possible for the public to enjoy clear views

Mountain's

place

is

on

the

of this unique place where the mountains

threshold of wilderness. In the same way

fade into the prairies. It would also be a

that

prime location from which insight could be

blend of outdoor and indoor qualities, this

offered to the public on natural sciences.

mountain offers elements of both civilization
and

The facility would, obviously, make

architectural

wilderness.

spaces

It

is

can

located

feature

a

midway

for more convenient access to the summit

between a city of more than 900 000 and the

and invite more visitors, thus threatening the

uninhabited peaks and valleys to the west.

site's wilderness appeal

architecture cannot enhance. Any amount
of intervention will

Shelter is already offered on the summit.

something that

-

PRAIRIE MOUNTAIN

For five months of the year, a one-room,
400 square foot fire lookout is occupied by

come at the expense
made

a lone Alberta Forestry service employee.

features. Even the mere presence of A PVC

The Lookout is a concrete block, pyramid-

of

levels

of exposure to

non-man

pipe with a summit registry book inside is
enough to do that. The tradeoff is that a place
that is normally left alone on all but the warmest
and

driest of days,

would

suddenly

become

much more accessible.

ANATOMIZATION STATION

is not to be considered wilderness in this project.
That is to say, it is not an area that is significantly
free

from

wilderness

the

control

areas

are,

systems
of

of

course,

man.

True

becoming

roof structure with large windows on all four
sides. A helicopter landing pad, a small storage
shed and an outhouse are all nearby.
As for further development in the area,
there are numerous plants operated by Shell

SITE & PROGRAM

western summit ridge to the peaks on the south

Canada. These are located at the base of Moose
Mountain's lower slope, high above the valley

side of the valley (figure 4). These slightly lower

THE AERIAL TRAMWAY SYSTEM

on a ridge to the southeast and two kilometres

mountaintops provide an excellent vantage point

to the northwest. Narrow gravel roads provide

from which to observe the dramatic geological

access for industry vehicles and are also used

The terminal

station

program

for

an

strata of Moose Mountain's South Face.

aerial passenger tramway calls for a 650 square

by government and private travelers.

loading

have employed ropeway systems to manage

in

area. This contains the main drive and braking

river crossings six hundred years ago. Significant

Moose

engines, and the framework that supports the

technological

Mountain and are located within the boundaries

sheaves and the four-meter drive bullwheel. This

not occur until World War I. Opposing Italian

of Kananaskis Country.

also includes space for the carriers (the actual

and Austrian forces advanced the capabilities

Mountain for

passenger cabins and their overhead mechanical

of cable transport in order to supply troops

recreational reasons usually follow the route that

assemblies) to circulate and be parked if they are

in

leads to the Shell Canada plant on the southeast

not required to be on the line at any time during

European

ridge. From May to December, users can drive

the day. Storage and service rooms for electricity

lifts for leisure and tourism. The ski industry, in

the 10-kilometre gravel road from the turnoff at

and auxiliary power require another 350 square

particular, has generated much of the need for

Highway 66 to a marked trailhead 6 kilometres

metres. A restaurant with a small kitchen and an

further refinement. There are currently hundreds

from

eating area will require an additional 400 square

of aerial passenger tramways in use in France,

Upon

metres. The program will include a 500, a 225

Switzerland, Italy, Austria and Germany alone.

reaching the summit, some visitors will extend

and a 200 square metre outdoor viewing /dining

The three main corporations that continue to

their hike by descending 300 metres along the

deck.

develop and promote this form of transportation

There
overnight-use
the

area.

is

an

abundance

recreation

Most

are

located

Those who visit

the

bicycle,

summit.
horse

and

and

The

day

picnic
south

Moose

path

of

and

sites

of

accommodates

pedestrian

traffic.

southwest slope to a line of lower summits on the
other side of the valley (see map; figure 2)

ANATOMIZATION STATION

metre

passenger

disembarking

and

Historically, the Japanese are known to

A very significant part of the program

rugged

developments,

Alpine
nations

regions.
continued

however,

Following
to

did

1918,

build

aerial

are based in France, Italy and Switzerland

will be set aside for educational and interpretive

In many areas, there is really no better

display areas. Demonstrations on the geological,

solution than that which

is provided

biological and geographical features of the area

wire

rope

system.

will be explained. The educational program will

fast,

efficient transport

include an interpretive trail running along the

building would

and

carriage
in

areas

be too difficult,

It

by this
provides

where

road

expensive or

SITE & PROGRAM®

environmentally detrimental.

at both stations. An electric drive engine (250

elaborate counterweight mechanism. The haul

horsepower in the case of the Sulphur Mountain

rope circulates around the bull wheel once and is

system)

upper

then fed to a smaller wheel on a sled. This sled is

medium capacity system similar to the one in

terminal. The top drive system is much more

attached to a counterweight that further balances

use on Sulphur Mountain, south of the Banff

efficient than a bottom drive system but is not

the cabins on the line. From this smaller wheel,

town site. In the most popular times of the year,

always

the

the haul rope runs back to the main bull wheel

the Sulphur Mountain Gondola

need to access the drive engine sometimes leads

for another pass around before returning to the

direction.

to the installation of the less-efficient system. At

upper terminal. Because the haul rope must be

The cabins house 4 adults and move at about

the lower end, a top-drive system features an

able to wrap around the relatively small diameter

The system for this site will be a bicable,
top

650

drive detachable

passengers

grip tramway.

per

hour

in

This

is

a

handles about
each

rotates

used.

the

bull

wheel

Maintenance

at the

concerns

and

3 metres per second. A 698-metre ascent at this
speed takes about 8 minutes.
The
suggests,

bicable

makes

system,

use

of

two

as

the

wire

name

ropes

(or

cables) for circulation and support. The higher
track rope is a woven steel wire rope with a
diameter

of

usually

about

34

mm.

Gondola

cabins are hung on the higher track rope and
pulled along by the lower haul rope. The track
rope is wrapped around a neoprene-clad drum
buried

below

the

loading

area

in

the

upper

terminal. At the other end of the line, this rope
is incorporated into a tensioning system with a
massive concrete block that moves vertically in
an excavated shaft to offset the weight of the
cabins hanging on the line.
The haul rope remains completely above
ground and is circulated between the bull wheels

ANATOMIZATION STATION
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THE HABITABLE SPECTRUM

Obviously, at any given moment, there is

the outside but any inclusion of anything more

not a large number of people relying on space

than ventilating air would interfere with the tasks

stations, submarines or bunkers for shelter. They

to

fall beyond the range of this project. What follows

often referred to as black boxes. The activities

is an exploration of the methods used by more

preformed

conventional

high degree of concentration on a certain task.

spaces

to

gradually

reintroduce

will

be also

be

determined

by

a

technicians

not life sustaining. The box that looks so appealing

control over what enters the building envelope

to the exhausted mountaineer would eventually

than

be just as much of a threat as the environment

permanent holes in the box.

a submarine

the

structure.

station,

make

building offer the first level of reintroduction of the

Indeed,

there is no air to draw in. Atmosphere must be

necessarily convey a feeling of being in contact

gathered and stored for later use. This is also a

with the outside environment. Small holes on

concession that has been made by structures

rooftops

that

be

buildings will allow air to enter but mechanical

available for ventilation, it may not be suitable.

equipment is usually used to regulate the amount

A quality of air obtained at an earlier point in

and condition of the air.

even

though

air

may

time may be desired. This is the case with bomb

hired

to

buildings

a

deal

with

are

the

hundreds of extra lights and lighting controls.
Following atmosphere for the sake of
ventilation, the second guest on the admission

other surfaces on the roof or the walls allow
occupants

within

the

building

to

recognize

obvious to the occupant that this inclusion has
occurred.

that

for

outside elements into a building. It is not always

in the case of space stations and submarines

assume

be

these

call

list is ambient light. Semi-transparent glass and

Perforations for the sake of ventilating a

outside. At very least, concessions need to be

surrounds

or a space

must

in

structures

are

often very particular. In theatres, for example,

reached

requirements

buildings

is

Common buildings, which require less

immediately

these

These

Lighting

As mentioned earlier, absolute shelter is

This need not be the atmosphere that

within

inside.

outside elements. The point at which outside

consideration of common experience.

made for the inclusion of atmosphere.

be performed

Perforations

or

This

away from

is

a level

for

ventilation

the

main

of control

will

facades

suitable

not

of

to

theatres and laboratories. Such buildings do not

shelters.

require submarine-like levels of isolation from

ANATOMIZATION STATION

FIG 6: AMBIENT LIGHTING IN PIANOS MENIL COLLECTION CALLER
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levels of outside light. Diffused sunlight offers

to counter. Furthermore, glare problems arise in

recognizable

directly lit spaces where Video Display Terminals

contact

with

the

outside

area

without significantly upsetting the level of control

are used.

Menil

Despite these inconveniences, the use

Collection Art Gallery in Houston, Texas, sunlight

of opaque surfaces to block out all light is not

is intended to supplement that which is generated

often considered. With the exception of the black

electronically. Large louver-type roof members

boxes mentioned earlier, very few buildings are

scatter light into the gallery spaces below (figure

designed to completely shelter occupants from

6).

sunlight.

within

the

The

building.

electronic

In

Renzo

fixtures

Piano's

ensure

adequate

Technological

solutions

to

the

low

viewing conditions while the subtle outside light

insulation qualities of glass are sought instead.

provides a "magical" quality according to Peter

Semi transparent surfaces are similarly avoided

Buchanan. Indeed, it was the client's intention to

in

provide patrons with an art-viewing space where

despite being able to provide natural lighting,

they could still be "alert to constant changes in

they cannot offer a view.

many

difficult

situations

because
case with office towers. They are abundantly
fenestrated but lack significant apertures.
The next level of selective sheltering is

A building envelope must be maintained if

time, season and weather."
Direct sunlight through clear surfaces,
which

represents the

next level

would

actually

the

upset

of these

of exposure,

balance

of

control

the mechanical systems are to have a mitigating
affect on the warming and cooling processes
caused

by

transparent

surfaces.

There

are

that is sought in an art gallery. Color sensitive

examples of mechanical systems that are used

surfaces require shelter from the sun's ultraviolet

in excess to deal with large breaches of the

rays in order to maintain their appearance. Direct

envelope. Large volumes of air may be forced

sunlight also affects interior climate control. The

across

added heat may be welcome in some cases but

the

more often significant extra effort is required to

in

overcome it. And when the direct rays of the sun

control is required, perforations are only made

cannot reach the building, there is a significant

in places where they will serve the purposes of

loss of heat that mechanical systems must work

the mechanical systems. This is generally the

an

opening

outer

climate.

buildings

to

minimize the

But

generally

where a high

degree

effect of

offered by buildings with occasional openings
in the envelope. Occupants are able to decide
when outside influences are welcome. This is
illustrated by a low level building with operable
windows.

These

influence

beyond

the

direct

allow
control

climatic
of

the

mechanical systems.
A dramatic example of this is architect

speaking,
of climate

perforations

Barton Myers' private residence in Santa Cruz,
California

(figure

7). When the openings

are

activated, the home is essentially left without
walls. Large retractable, garage door-like panels

li;••
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populated

urban

environment.

The architect's

project. Aerial tramway terminals are essentially

and the owner's intention was that the curtain

garages with permanent openings. Those that

only be pulled during wet, stormy weather or

occupy these spaces notice that they offer very

in the evenings. Otherwise, areas like the living

little shelter from the outside air temperature,

room and the kitchen are directly influenced by

though they certainly screen out most of the

the ambient conditions.

wind and precipitation. It is quite common for

The drawn

curtain

does

not

maintain

a sealed envelope. It merely blocks wind and

upper terminals at European
ski facilities to be

angled precipitation. The mild Tokyo climate led
the designer to believe that a sealed envelope
was not needed during the milder seasons.

without

A distinction should be made between
provide shelter, when it is wanted, on the west,
north and south sides of the building. The area's
favorable climate allows the owners to maintain
the openings for most of the time the sun is up.
Of course, a box provides more than just
shelter from the elements. It also offers privacy.
The Barton house is set on a large, secluded
piece of land so the abundant openings in their
home do not interfere with the privacy that they
require. A much bolder example of this level of
selective sheltering is Shigeru Ban's Curtain Wall
House in Tokyo, Japan (figure 8).
During

non-winter months, a 20' high

retractable textile curtain is all that separates
the second story living

room from

a densely

ANATOMIZATION STATION

walls

or

occasional openings that seal shut and those

a roof.

that do not. A contemporary residential window

The

in a colder climate area offers nearly as much

drive

shelter as an opaque insulated surface when it

machinery

is closed. This is quite different from the surfaces

and sheaves overhead are

that merely pull closed to offer significant wind

there is a covered concrete surface underneath

and

Structures with these

but because the station sits at the top of a ski

openings, particularly if they are found in colder

hill, it is assumed that the users are in search of

areas, do not offer a noticeably sealed building

exposure rather than shelter.

precipitation block.

envelope. Mechanical equipment may be used
to

control

specific zones

of the

building

but

housed and

Terminals that accommodate sightseeing
and

other

general

tourist

activities,

like

the

complete control is forfeited. This is the condition

Sulphur

found

provide as much shelter as a building with a

in

garages

and

other

structures

that

temporarily house outside objects.
This

is

a relevant description for this

Mountain

gondola

station,

typically

permanent opening can offer. Occupants only
spend a few minutes in these spaces anyway,

STRATEGY®

Removing the opacity of the roof has

entering and exiting the gondola cabins. The

not occupy the space for the same reasons.

already been discussed. The next step in gaining

A

spend more of their time in are more abundantly

exposure

nearly as many tasks and nothing ruined

sheltered.

removing the roof altogether. Precipitation driven

corrosion would ever be left here permanently.

at angles

This

restaurant and

The

gift shop

cabins

areas that they will

themselves

provide

more

to

the

outside

by the wind

elements

has

been

involves

allowed

to

wet

cold

space

uncontrolled

does

not

presence

accommodate

of

water

by

marks

coverage than the terminals. They are not typically

influence interiors to this point, but for the most

a significant step in the shift from interior to

heated

part, the spaces have been dry. In the absence

exterior.

of

but

France)

composite

one

manufacturer

claims

that

construction

(Pomagalski

of a plane between the occupant

their

and

offers

the

sky,

amounts of moisture will enter

a physical block from wind and

the area.
On

a day

when

is nothing falling from the sky,

with

a courtyard

Bastille

in

Grenoble,

9),

are

As

much

aesthetic
reduces

Telepherique

France

completely

spherical.

as this

be

may

reasons,
swaying

detached

(figure

it

caused

of

the

Sejima

also

entry

winds. Smaller cabins, carrying

might not feel so

from

the

interior.

M

House

and

Ryue

by

Kazuyo

Nishizawa

the

and

courtyard,

minimizing

the

features

12 or less people, incorporate curved edges for

within

the same reason. The pod-like design is more

significantly de-emphasized the impact of the

stable in windy conditions than a sharp edged

surrounding environment on this roofless space.

box. And for further safety, openings are kept to

The transparent walls offer further connection to

a minimum. When the cabin is out on the line, the

the enveloped zones of the house.

ANATOMIZATION STATION

of

(figure 10). By denying surface

by

occupants may choose to open.

impression

Consider the space at the center

for

only significant aperture is a small window that

an

there

cabin designs, as is the case
the

give

unpredictable

some insulation. They do offer

precipitation on all sides. Some

Courtyards

architects

have

But the circumstances would be quite
different on a rainy or snowy day. One would

shelter. This step is worthy of note because an
impression of shelter is all that is needed to
overcome wilderness (according to the definition
mentioned earlier). The courtyard is an essential
crossover space because it is difficult to say
whether it is within the control of the manmade
environment or the natural environment. Most of

STRATEGY (D

the climatic factors are allowed to infiltrate but

huge boulder to remain where it was found and

underfoot surface has already been discussed,

because it is relatively small and isolated, it is

protrude above the rest of the floor. To ensure

it is worth mentioning the effect of this feature all

possible for occupants to exercise significant

further contact with the site (as it was before the

on its own. Reintroducing it as this level provides

levels of influence here. Careful placement of

home was built), this floor was made of rough-

a base from which to operate. As it was with early

lights, framing elements and precisely manicured

cut stones extracted from a nearby quarry. The

settlers, establishing level ground is an important

landscaping reduce the feeling of exposure to

stones are rough enough, in fact, to require that

prelude to shelter. In modern times, a leveled

nature.

three legged chairs be used.

patch of ground in the midst of a rugged forest

Because it falls within the perimeter of

It is important, at this point, to also note
the underfoot surface.

Nothing has yet been

the

building,

the

courtyard

impression

conveys

a much

impression

of

shelter

is

still

greater

and

possible when all surrounding built forms are

buildings, private residences and garages are

restraint than climate-influenced spaces beyond

removed. The knowledge that there is no threat

assumed to be flat, smooth surfaces. The building

the footprint of the building. A courtyard restricts

of succumbing to exposure (because shelter is

materials used to achieve this are placed over

surface entry by isolating itself from other areas.

attainable) remains. It is a long way from being

Eliminating

one

penetration.

control

The

said of this because the floors of theatres, office

the existing terrain. At the courtyard level, rough

of manmade

designates a campsite.

courtyard

Suddenly,

wall

the

allows

space

beyond the proximity of shelter and knowing

underfoot surfaces become more common. The

surface

is

that there is a genuine threat of exposure-related

M House courtyard mentioned above features a

connected to the surroundings and links itself

death. Such is the case for mountaineers when

refined, smooth floor like those found within a

directly to whatever may lie beyond the footprint

they are caught in storms. They may be further

building envelope. But many courtyards do not

of the building.

than

a manageable

distance from

shelter in

Once a second courtyard wall is removed,

circumstances where it is crucial. This level of

this effect is further magnified. The only physical

exposure is relative to the individual. As John

elements intended to simulate what might occur

shelter remaining

is from wind

Krakauer documents in his book "Into thin air,"

spontaneously (figure 11) or they may just leave

provided you are standing on the right side. A

the body of one climber in the May 1996 Mount

the area as it is before construction begins.

further step closer to wilderness is accomplished

Everest disaster was found only

It is possible, but not as typical, for a

by removing the second vertical surface and

from the tent that would most likely have ensured

less refined material to be used for

leaving the occupant merely within proximity of

her survival. She was so weak and disoriented,

the building.

however, from lack of oxygen, fatigue and cold

make the same attempt to cover the ground.
Some

feature

rougher,

transplanted

and

manicured

the floor of a more sheltered area. Frank Lloyd
Wright's Fallingwater residence actually left a

ANATOMIZATION STATION

Although

at this stage

the

removal

of the

smooth

two hundred feet

that shelter remained beyond reach.

STRATEGY

(D

True wilderness actually lies one step
further

-

described in the last section from Black Box to
ARCHITECTURAL REFRACTION

it is found in places that are void of

proximity to shelter. The architectural elements
of

man-made influences. As technology advances,
these

wilderness

areas

vanish.

While it is more likely that one would

Satellite

technology makes it possible to have at least
a basic knowledge of areas that humans have
never visited.

be lost or beyond reach of shelter rather than
find

him or herself in

a submarine or space

station, these are two conditions that similarly
represent a significant departure from day to day
experience.

As mentioned before, these were

the

spectrum's

various

stages

anatomize

nature in much the same way that a glass prism
reveals the components of a beam of white light.
The

refractive

process

exposes

the

isolated

and overlapping hues of red, green and blue
just as architecture exposes the isolated and
overlapping

traces

of

light,

atmosphere

and

surface.
An explanation of all the color
blends
beam

present
of white

in

a refracted

light would

be

very extensive. Similarly, it would
be quite difficult to account for
every

sheltering

combination.

The attempt, in describing steps in the gradual
not considered in the final design of the Gondola

subtraction of architectural elements, has been

Station.

to
The intent of that design was to expand

the transition from inside to outside (beyond the

establish

a framework

for

selective sheltering which, in turn, leads to a
clearer explanation of a site's natural features.

mere width of a wall) and make it possible to

But

occupy the areas where architecture works to

responsible for the final design.

Habitable

endeavor

Spectrum

this

If

remove nature.
The

-

reveals
the

aspects

range

of

of the
spaces

understanding

the

linear

approach

nothing

building

There would

would
be

no

else

is

only

were

be

too

need

to

partially

considered,
diagrammatic.

go

any further

than the structure illustrated in figure 12. But

ANATOMIZATION STATION

STRATFOY

©

the

opportunity

for

alterations

and

that urban environments and their institutions

overlaps

between categories exists and ultimately leads
to

richer

permutations.

For

example,

in

FRAME VS. FILTER

stifle individual creativity and that architecture,

the

linear description of a permanent opening,

particularly

residential

architecture,

ought

to

it

assist in renewing an individual's connection to

was inferred that such a feature would facilitate

the earth. The house ought to be "enclosure to

a view and invite direct light and climate. But, if

afford protection against storm or heat when this

carefully placed, its influence may be limited to

architecture

was needed. But it was also increasingly to bring

a hint of indirect light and only subtle indications

to not only prolong contact with nature, but to

the outside world into the house, and let the

of weather. Additional discoveries like this are

express ideas about what that contact means.

inside of the house go outside."

evident in the final design.

Frank

The

capability

Lloyd

Wright's

exists

for

Fallingwater

and

Fallingwater

Le

this

possible

incorporating the

different

theories

into the building program. The rock that once

behind the selective sheltering of each are quite

accommodated sunbathing but now rests in front

different.

of the fireplace has already been mentioned.

levels

of

shelter.

store

But

the

owner

Edgar

J.

natural features

by

Corbusier's Villa Savoye similarly offer many

Department

of the site

But even features found beyond the built forms

Kaufman owned a piece of land in Bear Run,

are

Pennsylvania, that his family used for summer

and particularly those panels that are set in the

retreats. A key feature of the site is a river that

corners of the rooms, nullify a house boundary

spills

and allow the surrounding trees to act as walls,

over a small

rocky

escarpment.

Frank

Lloyd Wright was hired to build a home here

considered.

The

long

sections

essentially creating a "forest room."
Window

and wanted his client, Edgar J. Kaufman, to

assemblies,

of

glass

12

used

this

way,

"live with [and not just look at] the waterfall.""

assist in producing the indefinite permeable zone

Consequently,

that

mentioned earlier. They allow interior to blend

nearly surrounded it. In the architect's mind, a

with exterior and facilitate an illusion of being

home set back from the river, as the client had

outside.

he

constructed

a house

originally envisioned, would not provide essential
contact. He believed as the Taoists did

ANATOMIZATION STATION

makes

'

-

insisting

This minimal offering of shelter is further
enhanced by the bedrooms, which are set back

STRATEGY®

toward the slope of the hill and feature much

In fact, the very Japanese homes that inspired

Frank Lloyd Wright, for one, was known

smaller

the American are known to have also left him

to be rather condescending of the International

feeling "extremely cold and uncomfortable."

style

windows.

They

provide

degree of isolation from

the

greatest

nature but are quite

13

In designing the Kaufman summer home

small. It was hoped that their lack of size would

and

its

supporters.

He

described

their

designs as "childish attempts to make buildings

this way, Wright showed that he had faith in the

resemble

also

ability of the occupants to adapt. He insisted that

locomotives."

surroundings.

nature and humans are not so incompatible and

of when he made this comment was that these

been

that a traditional level of site alteration was not

designers were actually quite sensitive to nature.

maintained. Rock for walls and the chimney was

necessary. He went so far as to suggest that

Their tribute to the industrial world did not come

extracted from a nearby quarry and summertime

becoming "a natural feature of your environment"

at the expense of anything organic.

vegetation

was "intended by your maker."

discourage occupants from lingering indoors.
For
blends

the

most

aesthetically

Indigenous

textures

part,
with

Fallingwater
its

and

tones

have

is allowed to partially obscure the

Further

building. The broad, cantilevered balconies and

evidence

steamships,
16

flying

machines

or

What he probably was not aware

Charles L'Eplattenier was Le Corbusier's

'

of this

attitude

can

early mentor. He was one of the first to recognize

the red window trim may be seen as a bit of a

be observed in his assertion that students at

the abilities

departure from the natural aesthetic but even

his Taliesin School perform farm chores. Frank

sought to inspire him with some of his own ideas

these somewhat alien features can be referenced

Lloyd Wright was known to be an advocate of the

about nature. He suggested that the essential

to the original site. The balconies emulate the

rural lifestyle. With his Broadacre City plans, he

truths and concepts of beauty evident in every

geological layering of the escarpment and in the

hoped to achieve an "undifferentiated agrarian

natural form could not be understood by merely

fall, the window trim blends with the foliage.

collectivism."

Environmentally
blended

buildings

apologetically

-

such

and
as

this

offer

shelter

as if to say that being inside is

Swiss student and

mimicking

There is far less of this kind of contrition in

aesthetically

of the young

appearances.

the early works of Le Corbusier. The International

had

Style, which

study

he helped to initiate,

celebrated

outward

to

be

Efforts
made

to

underlying

a misfortune that shelters should be designed to

the machine and the new industrialism of the

patterns,

disguise. Alterations of the site are limited and

Twentieth

geometry and history,

only essential levels of control are exercised. The

by steam ships,

locomotives and

rough floor of the Kaufman summer home, which

They

do

requires

ornamentalism that was so common at the time

the new industrial age

and return to lost architectural truths.

were

special

chairs,

illustrates

this.

Other

architects went further than Wright in this regard.

ANATOMIZATION STATION

Century.

sought

to

Architects

away

with

were

inspired

grain silos.

the

structure,

to name a few.

nostalgic

The

forms

highly

of

revered

STRATEGY®

by the Internationalists because they seemed

the description of a courtyard mentioned earlier,

to

interpretation

most of the climatic elements would influence

response to

this space and lead someone to believe that

industrial functions, grain silos, steamships and

they were outside. However, because views to

locomotives all seemed to avoid the superfluous

the south, west and east are through punched

design

openings in the highly refined walls, contact with

innocently

offer this

kind

of

FIGUflL 14: RICHAnD ROGERS

of essential

truth.

features

In their

that

basic

were

so

typical

in

nature is moderated.

architecture at the time. Their simplicity seemed

In Fallingwater, view is offered wherever

to boldly assert human ability to understand and

it has been

employ deeper natural principles.
Intervening invisibly, therefore, was not

possible to avoid

Savoye features

elements

structure. Villa

deliberately

placed

nearly as much a priority for Le Corbusier as it was

to direct views. The former is a filtering structure

for Frank Lloyd Wright at this stage in his career.

that extracts natural features in a gradual and

Fallingwater seeks for a level of camouflage while

relatively invisible manner. The latter acts as a

Villa Savoye is deliberately alien. The sheltering

frame that emphasizes nature by surrounding it

elements

with artifact

of the

Pennsylvania

summer

home

flJRE TOWER

support the architect's idea that the line between
For the design of the gondola station

outside and inside be blurred.
Alternatively,

transition

through

the

a blend

of

both

Frame

and

Filter

strategies

various levels of shelter of the French example

was sought. Filter qualities were used for the

are much more abrupt. Opportunities are taken

scientific display areas and other more sheltered

at each stage of the shift from out to in to remind

parts,

the occupant that this is a man-made building

observation spaces and areas where less shelter

and not something intended "to grow from its

is desired.

site"

17

This

as Frank Lloyd Wright suggested should

happen.

For example,

stark white orthogonal

while

-

Frame techniques

may

seem

a bit

were

used

in

counterintuitive

the highly refined, abstract forms of the Frame

walls with punched holes for windows make up

may appear to be an intrusion and to undermine

the courtyard space on the second floor. True to

any effort to honor natural

ANATOMIZATION STATION

influences.

But in

STRATEGY®

attempting to use materials that blend with their

straw are "dark, too warm or too hot" and often

surroundings, Filters actually limit their ability to

"disagreeable hotbeds of disease"

maintain contact with nature.

to

20

He states:

according

Melet. The little bit of contact with

nature

.as science unravels nature's secrets,

that is possible is not, after all, very favorable.

it is the

with its surroundings because of features like

Additionally,

these

which some may mistake for its most

the stone chimney. But from the inside, stone

structures makes them very slow to respond to

artificial and unnatural pole, that is most

significantly limits the amount of contact possible.

ambient conditions and produces a dependence

likely faithfully to approximate nature

The blend from within sought by the architect,

on mechanical equipment.

From

a distance,

Fallingwater

blends

particularly the forest room effect, relies more on
the glass

a material much more abstract and

-

Other

the

significant

green

mass

building

of

advocates

are

and glass systems are capable of working with

Sustainable Architecture. Many advocates of the

available climatic conditions to control conditions

"green movement" have rejected contemporary

within the building, thereby reducing reliance on

temperature control devices like glazed thermal

air-handling machinery. For example, the Gotz

buffers.

Headquarters in Wurzburg, Germany by Webler

describes

this

pursuit

of

lightness

21

in

concerned about the embedded energy issue but

in

Melet

edge of technology,

recognize that the highly refined steel, aluminum

refined than the locally extracted stone.
Ed

Piano's

leading

irony

They object to the amount of energy it

takes to manufacture their various glass, steel

& Geissler Architekten

(figure 13) features an

and aluminum components but they also object

elaborate system of louvers and fans behind

to the sleek modern look. They opt instead for

an extra layer of glazing. The added heat from

wood, adobe, brick or straw components that

direct sunlight can be blocked by the louvers or

nostalgically recall regional building types,

as

directed to the far sides of the building by the

Melet points out. Such products are aesthetically

fans, thus reducing the need for heating and

architecture

linked to a "pre-industrial world in which men,

cooling equipment. Nature is allowed to impact,

edge of technology.

things

but not overcome, the interior.

new methods and materials with the potential

ry

NPWT I
Nuu.ri

s,

-

FIGURE 15: MUSEUM OF GLASS LOBBY

and

in unison"

natural
19

forces

seemed

to

18

work

and convey an idea of being in

harmony with nature.
But buildings made of wood, brick, and

ANATOMIZATION STATION

is

best

served
He

by

this

leading

constantly evaluates

written

to allow him to reduce the mass and opacity

extensively on the work of Renzo Piano, provides

of his buildings. The result, as it was with the

further comments on this apparent contradiction.

IBM

Peter

Buchanan,

who

has

Traveling

Pavilion,

is that the

sheltering

STRATEGY®

elements are abstract but not overbearing. A

On the contrary, we will use technology

need for buildings to produce as much as they

repetitive wood and aluminum framework was

even more because technology is the

consume. Seventy-five years ago he described

designed to surround occupants with pyramidal

way to optimize and minimize the use of

the

sections of transparent polycarbonate. Lightness

natural resources.

that

23

would

for

a global

"exploit

the

power

difference

network
between

day and night in the east and the west and

also accommodated mobility in this case; as
the

possibility

To illustrate his point, Rogers developed

barrel vault structure was hauled around

between summer and winter in the northern and

modern

a design for a Tokyo office building that would

southern hemispheres."

computer technology. The design fulfilled the

supply its own power, rather than relying on finite

he supposed, for a European city to consume

client's request to express the computer as "an

supplies of fossil fuels. A gap is formed in the

fossil fuels for nighttime power while another city

entirely natural part of daily life"

by allowing

center of the building by separating the service

on the other side of the planet had more direct

the exhibited machines to be seen against the

elements into a second tower (figure 14). Massive

sunlight than they knew what to do with.

backdrop of the host cities.

turbine engines capture the wind as it accelerates

Europe

from

1984-86

to

showcase

22

This

is

one

24

There was no need,

case

where

Fuller's

In the years to come technology will

through the streamlined opening and turn it into

ideas may represent the path that civilization

allow further interaction between buildings and

electrical power for the mechanical equipment,

follows. But the same could not be said for

nature. This will lead to further development of

lights and computers.

all of his proposals. In his enthusiasm for the

Contemporary

envision

developments of the early Twentieth Century,

energy-

he audaciously asserted that mankind could [by

Turbine

means of "Comprehensive Anticipatory Design

development has sent many architects in search

Tower. Unfortunately, for now, costs of the various

Science"] "consciously intervene in and guide

of

systems are prohibitive and the search for simpler

evolution."

the selective sheltering idea and it will also assist
in

reducing

over

the

environmental

irreversible

sensitive

Rogers

is

effects

intervention

convinced

damage.

that

of

Concern

building

strategies.
technology

and

Richard
is

an

cities

with

generating

an

entire

buildings

technological

practitioners
network

like

solutions

the

must

of

Tokyo

continue.

Solar

22

The author of the Renzo Piano volumes

cells may seem to be the answer to the question,

describes

having become accessible enough for even the

closing his comments in somewhat contradictory

Architecture will therefore become more

residential market but many denounce them.

fashion

informed by the wind, by the sun, by the

Once again, there is concern for the embedded

which "the world or evolution would bring forth

earth, by the water and so on. This does

energy content.

spontaneous ly ,, 26 he fittingly points out that even

essential part of these future plans. He states:

not mean that we will not use technology.

ANATOMIZATION STATION

Buckminster

Fuliler

recognized

the

during

this

(by

as

"colossal

hubris."

describing Piano's

Fuller's

career,

it was

Despite

work as that

quite apparent

STRATEGY (D

that mankind was not fit to be co-creator. The

It was suggested earlier that filtering strategies

complexities of this planet and the ability to

offer shelter apologetically. They contritely use

accurately predict all of the consequences of our

raw materials and blend with their surroundings,

actions are beyond reach.

assuming that the visible and obvious aspects of

This myopic condition is not only limited
to

environmental

impact

issues.

In

selective

the site provide enough inspiration.
These

considerations

and

relevant

sheltering, technology is responsible for many

technological concepts directed the final design

innovations,

on

of Anatomization Station. Simple blending and

its own. Other non-empirical factors must be

conventional features like rubble masonry walls

observed through use to determine the viability

will serve to temper the technological content.

of the discovery.

The impression on the occupant by the latter will

For

which

it

example,

cannot

much

validate

has

all

been

said

be significant because the heavily mechanized

already about the importance of glass in making

loading/unloading zone of the gondola line will

a connection to the surrounding environment.

be the first place they set foot. As one moves

In recent years, it has not only improved as an

through the facility's other spaces, the various

insulator but as a structural member. It is now

filter and frame areas will carefully offset each

possible to

other and give essential clues about the level of

be completely sheltered within a

transparent box (figure 15).

But,

despite this

shelter being experienced.

ability to perform as a spanning material, glass
still fails to convey an essential idea of shelter.
Scottish architect Tim Macfarlane has determined
that glass is suitable for floor spanning but also
realizes that a transparent walking surface makes
people uncomfortable. It may be something, he
submits, that people never get used to.
And so, there is a need for convention

-

for methods that have been proven through use.

ANATOMIZATION STATION
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butts right up against the blasted out section of

wall is angled just slightly off the parallel of the

the mountain.

slope so that its height is gradually reduced as

At the

tramway

it extends to the west. This further enhances the

line, only a few metres before disembarking, an

blend that was sought. On the south, however,

important threshold is crossed. Behind the castle

the lines are much more orthogonal. At the point

wall the building suddenly reveals itself. It will

where the stairs connect the main level to the

Visitors will gain their first forward glance

become apparent that the wall is only a façade

third floor deck, the building is essentially a box

of the terminal station as their cabins leave the

and only provides shelter on the north side. To

that could be situated on any site.

transition building on the lower eastern ridge.

the right (hidden on the approach) the visitor will

A rock wall

notice the glazed two-story lobby wall and the

towards

exposed steel frame.

storey

is presented to the approaching

occupant a thousand metres away. This wall is
somewhat like a medieval castle wall in that it is

In

this

highest

sense,

point

the

of the

building

actually

Visitors
the
glass

exit

their

cabins

entrance

lobby.

wall

they

that

and

move

The

double

move

behind

does not (contrary to what may be expected)

a massive opaque form that blends with its rocky

mimics the mountain. Moose mountain is not

mark the

surroundings.

It is not intended to disappear

so unique on the north but on the south it tells

significant amount of ambient temperature is

completely; instead it acts as a blending layer.

a dramatic geological story. There are twisting

still experienced here. It is only slightly more

Because

rough

bands of rock that sweep from the summit down

sheltered than the gondola cabin spaces. This

masonry courses, it will bear some resemblance

to the valley. In a sense, it is more exposed and

is an area where maps and information would

to both the loose shale slopes at its base and the

reveals its structure on the sunnier side

an idea,

be available so that visitors could get oriented

more refined steel and glass elements poking

as mentioned in the last chapter

that guided the

with the facility and decide how they would like

out from above.

design of the station.

of its

orthogonal

layout and

This heavy blending layer is responsible

The

summit

-

-

thermal

to circulate.
ridge

marks

a transition

barrier

of the

building.

A

Stairs (Contained within this non-

envelope space) extend to the second and third
floors.

for providing high degrees of shelter in areas

from the more sheltered filter areas to the more

where it is needed most. In particular, the second

exposed frame areas. The materials on the north

At each level there is aset of double doors

floor science exhibit area with its small theater

are, generally, less refined and blend with the

that lead into the main climate-controlled areas.

will be completely enclosed on the north and

surroundings while there is more steel and glass

On the first floor, this includes the washrooms,

west by this wall (thus satisfying the black box

evident on the south. There is also less of a blend

elevator access and the maintenance spaces

requirement). The south wall of this exhibit area

with the topography on the south. The castle

beyond. A gift shop is also located within the
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envelope of the building but it has its own access

The

lower

terminal,

offices,

gondola

feeling

-

gradually cuffing the occupant off from

parking space, maintenance shop and parking

the natural

Service areas include an electrical room

will be located in the eastern part of the valley

Right at the back of the room is the entrance

(important, of course, because the main drive

at the base of the southern slope. This site lies

to the

engine for the tramway is an electric engine

along the existing Shell access road 589 metres

presentations could be viewed. The partitions

located in the summit terminal) and an auxiliary

below the summit. Ascending northwest to the

are arranged here to further eliminate natural

power room that houses

top of the east shoulder, the first 1321

metre

light and provide the black box, which marks the

control room is located close to the main drive

horizontal / 489 metre portion of the trip will

extent of the degree of shelter to be experienced

bullwheel

the

bring passengers right next to the path used by

at this site.

tramway. Recent technology makes it possible

hikers and cyclists approaching from the high

to regulate and monitor everything from wind

level Shell access road. The cabins will then

small round room for further exhibits. It is lit from

speed on the line to cabin clamping pressure on

enter a transition station to turn them 64 degrees

above by natural light. The walls of this space

the cables.

towards the west to face the final 885 metres

are the walls of the lookout tower (a replacement

In the mechanical and water supply room

of horizontal /100 metres of vertical transport.

for the existing lookout structure). These walls

in the northwest corner is the HVAC equipment

The total track length will be 2288 metres at an

extend 10 metres above the second floor and

and the tanks for storage of fresh water and

average incline of 15 degrees. It will take about

are capped at the top by the steel and glass floor

sewage. Their location in this part of the building

14 minutes to complete a one-way trip.

of the lookout. Due to the height of this light well,

from the lobby area.

to

screen

the

a diesel

engine. A

functioning

of

light entering from the southeast.

small

theater

-

a place where video

The third space on this middle level is a

is ideal for their connection to the main water

The second floor is set aside for the

the natural light entering from above would never

pumping and drainage lines which run down

educational component of the program. There

be direct sunlight. Whatever light is diffused by

the northwest ridge to a services connection

are essentially three spaces on this floor. The

the masonry surfaces of the tower would affect

associated with the existing Shell service road

first is the main exhibit area. It is separated from

this space and some of the area surrounding it.

& plant. This line would also serve as the main

the open space of the lobby below by a wall

On the third floor is a restaurant. It is

access route for initial construction. Early work

of semi transparent glazing. This would give

accessed by the elevator, which is paired with

would begin with helicopter transport and at a

some indication of the conditions outside but

the lookout tower for structural reasons as much

later date, once the tramway line was finished,

essentially isolate occupants from direct clues.

as anything else. It is also reached by way of the

construction materials and workers would simply

Within this space, various movable partitions and

lobby stairs. Upon reaching this top level, an

use it for further work on the terminal.

displays would further enhance the sheltered

additional set of stairs leads to the left. It takes

ANATOMIZATION STATION
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destination

exposed to the ambient conditions in this spot

glass enclosure intended to bring light into the

space for the facility. It is a hub from which to

on the northern side of the building there is still

loading /unloading area. The rotating bull wheel

experience the many levels of non-enveloped

less exposure here than in other deck areas.

and other tramway workings lie directly below the

and enveloped shelter offered by Anatomization

Along the south and east edges and on the

ramp at the top of the stairs. The ramp follows the

Station. It provides essential levels of exposure

summit ramp the handrail forms much less of a

curving inside edge of the atrium and leads back

while facilitating a quick retreat indoors. Even

barrier, It is made of steel sections that mimic the

outside to the west where an approach to the

from that retreat (i.e. the restaurant) substantial

I-section rigid steel frame of the building.

fourth floor (summit level) begins. The occupant

glazing

courtyard

The third floor courtyard space is crucial

can then enjoy the first clear views of the Front

space. In keeping with the main idea, the north

for being central and for offering the kind of

Range Rocky Mountains on the horizon. This can

wall

space that people would come to this facility

be done from the deck

apertures.

one deeper within the atrium space. This is a

-

a simple level underfoot

space- or from the fourth floor dining area.
These two areas would offer the best

Essentially

keeps

this

is

the

it connected to the

of the restaurant features

much

On good-weather days,

smaller

it is more

to enjoy.

Furthermore,

it also

represents the

likely that visitors will enjoy dining within the

space where the apparently contradictory ideas

confines of the courtyard.

of frame and filter come together. There is an

views but they would not necessarily be the best

As for gaining more exposure, it is from

element of both strategies in the separate parts

places for enjoying a visit to Moose Mountain.

this third floor courtyard that one departs for the

of the building that have been mentioned. In

Strong winds are quite common here, as they

interpretive trail along the southwest ridges. This

the courtyard, though, the attempt has been to

are

the

path begins by passing underneath the summit

incorporate both. The materials palette is mostly

winds come from the same direction as the

level access ramp and descending a set of steps.

refined and reflects and framing approach. There

most sought after views. For this reason, another

This sequence of steps matches the rate of the

are, however, important features that display an

(slightly below summit) outdoor courtyard area

terrain's descent and

effort to blend.

was needed. This is accessed from the third floor

spaced.

on

many

mountains.

Unfortunately,

is, therefore,

irregularly

The tower that houses the fire lookout

The walls of this

There is also more exposure to be found

courtyard are the glass atrium surfaces on the

along the deck areas of the third floor. These are

match the surrounding terrain. It brings a trace

east and the one and a half meter concrete wall

found along the orthogonal edges of the atrium

of the castle wall's appearance within the more

that lines a cutaway portion of the mountain on

and along the castle wall. This wall forms the

central parts of the building and blends with the

the west. Another barrier is provided by the ramp

protective edge that rises one metre above the

portions of the mountain that remain exposed

ascending from within the atrium.

deck level. This ensures that even though one is

in this area. The tower is round for much the

elevator disembarking space.

ANATOMIZATION STATION

is

a masonry structure

made

of bricks that
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same reason that the gondola cabins are round

manifested in the curvilinear forms.

Both the

to minimize resistance to the wind. Incidentally,

courtyard's western and eastern edges follow the

this is evidence of a framing approach at the

line of the existing site's contours. The outside

same

is

edge of the foundation in the tramway loading

quite foreign to the site and might, therefore,

and unloading area also owes its appearance to

have been shunned if a basic visual blend was

the interpretation of the site as a set of equal level

sought. But in much the same way that Richard

lines.

-

time.

The

tower's

cylindrical

form

Rogers mentioned in his earlier statement about

When

it

comes

time

to

catch

a

architecture and science, an understanding of

descending gondola, there would be the option

the site's non-visible features has led to a more

of taking the stairs on the southeast corner or

compliant design.

retracing steps down to the main floor lobby.
mentioned

Space is limited in the loading /unloading area

about the floor of the lookout, it would be made

so simple queue markers would be necessary to

of glass along its outer edge. The deck area of

direct people from the lobby doors to the south

the lookout would make use of this (as yet) non-

side of this area. The cabins would enter along

reassuring spanning material. This ensures that

the north side with the line circulating counter

indications of ambient light are evident even

clockwise.

To

clarify

an

earlier

point

require on an occupied summit.

toward the back end of the 2nd floor exhibit area.
The floor of the lookout behind the glazed walls

The building responds to the essential

would be opaque. The existing lookout is larger

question that surrounds the selective sheltering

than its replacement. The reason for the reduction

experiment. That question is: when have too

is that with improved access to the summit, the

many or not enough holes been made in the

job of watching over the lower slopes would not

box? To use the words of Edgar Kaufman Jr.,

have to fall on one person. Shift work would be

when have the comforts been lost or, conversely,

possible and long multi-week stays wouldn't be

when have the adventures not been realized?

necessary.

Anatomization

Further

blending

with

the

site

ANATOMIZATION STATION

is

Station

has

been designed to

allow for all levels of shelter that one would
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1.

As quoted by Kevin Nute in "Frank Lloyd Wright and Japan" page 40

2.

Nute, page 124

3.

Nute page 127

4.

Nute page 133

5.

As quoted at httr)://www.mcelhearn.com/thoreau/quotes.html

6.

Curtis, William J.R., "Modern Architecture since 1900" page 25

7.

Curtis, page 312

8.

As

quoted

at:

htto://www.elibron.

corn!

eriglish/sayings!aphorisrch.phtml?kind=

2&lang_id=1&thid=&s_

id=&words=edmund+burke (from Edmund Burke's "Philosophical Inquiry Into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime
and Beautiful")
9.

As quoted in Peter Buchanan's "Renzo Piano Building Workshop: Complete Works Volume 1, page 142

10.

As quoted by Edgar Kaufman in "Fallingwater, A Frank Lloyd Wright Country House" page 17

11.

As quoted by Nute, page 41

12.

Kaufman, page 30

13.

Nute, page 37
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14.

Curtis, page 313

15.

Nute, page 131

16.

Curtis, page 312

17.

Kaufman, page 53

18.

Melet, Ed. "Sustainable Architecture: Towards a Diverse Built Environment" page 81

19.

Curtis, page 453

20.

Melet, page 83

21.

Buchanan, volume 1, page 19

22.

Buchanan, volume 1, page 110

23.

As quoted by Melet, page 133

24.

Melet page 131

25.

Buchanan, volume 1, page 31

26.

Buchanan, volume 1, page 31
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